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Abstract

To acknowledge the critical role played by Arab women in the Arab Awakening and to shed light on the challenges and opportunities facing women in the Middle East and North Africa post-Arab Awakening, the Kelly Day Endowment on the Status of Women and Human Rights in the Middle East of Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy hosted a conference on February 21, 2013, titled “The Arab Awakening and Gender: Challenges and Opportunities For Women.” The goal of the conference was both to highlight the challenges facing women in the Middle East and to demonstrate that, despite the uncertainty that still surrounds the future of these uprisings, women in the region are increasingly aware of the obstacles ahead, and are determined more than ever to overcome these hardships and to realize their long-awaited aspirations of equal citizenship, parity, and equal opportunity.

The conference featured prominent female figures from the Arab world with backgrounds ranging from social media and journalism to business, economics, religious law, sociopolitical activism, and civil society organizations. This diverse group of women represented several different countries in the region, including Palestine, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Egypt. Each of the participants detailed challenges facing women in their respective countries and proposed policy recommendations for promoting gender equality in the region.

Preface

The winds of change are blowing through the Middle East. The Arab Awakening has revolutionized not only the face of Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya, but also the entire region. Voices across the Arab world calling for dignity, social equality, and better economic conditions can no longer be silenced. Events of the past few years show that the barriers of fear have been demolished, and that now is the perfect time for real change in the region.

During the course of the uprisings, Arab women have been on the front lines organizing, volunteering, and even leading the protests across Egypt, Yemen, Libya, Syria, and Tunisia. Arab women have been revolting not only against their authoritarian regimes and political
injustices, but even more importantly, against the long-standing forms of gender discrimination and social injustices. Now, more than two years after the first uprising—Tunisia’s Jasmine Revolution—Arab women continue to fight for their dream of a better tomorrow—one of equal citizenship, hope, and gender equality.

Today, women in the Middle East are still facing many hardships and challenges across economic, social, and cultural levels. They have made many sacrifices to attain their fundamental rights, but there is much more to be accomplished. Even after the democratic surge swept the region, there is still uncertainty on how and whether the Arab Awakening will result in greater gender equality and safeguard women’s rights.

To acknowledge the role played by Arab women in the Arab Awakening and to shed light on the challenges and opportunities facing women in the Middle East and North Africa post-Arab Awakening, the Kelly Day Endowment on the Status of Women and Human Rights in the Middle East of Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy hosted a conference on February 21, 2013, titled “The Arab Awakening and Gender: Challenges and Opportunities For Women.” The conference featured prominent female figures from the Arab world with backgrounds ranging from social media and journalism to business, economics, religious law, sociopolitical activism, and civil society organizations. The conference discussions and presentations echoed the social, economic, and legal challenges currently facing women in the Middle East, and the speakers proposed policy recommendations for promoting gender equality in the region.

Among the topics covered were Arab women and societal transformation post-Arab Awakening, leadership opportunities and challenges for women in the Arab world, and Arab women in the judicial arena. The event drew more than 200 policymakers, academics, community leaders, and interested citizens to the Baker Institute. This conference report presents a summary of the discussions and recommendations.
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I. Introduction

“What is the Arab Awakening?” asked Baker Institute founding director Ambassador Edward P. Djerejian in opening address at the conference. Defining the revolutions, he said, would provide the framework for a broader discussion on the role of women in the Arab world and how it is evolving in the wake of these uprisings. Djerejian described the Arab Awakening as a tectonic shift, not only in the Arab world, but in the Muslim world in general. “The significance of these events was that [they were] a bottom-up revolution. The Arab Awakening had no political leadership, nor party structure. It came from the people, it was a youth movement, and this was phenomenal,” he stated. He also observed that these popular revolts were not only against resilient dictators, some of whom ruled for over 40 years, but also against obstacles to political participation, lack of education, unemployment, and the people’s inability to choose their government representatives.

Reflecting on the sustainability and the future of democracy in the Arab countries currently in transition, Djerejian asserted, “Elections are only one facet of democracy. Democracy is the rule of law, equality, and it is the principle of peaceful alteration of power. . . . Will [those coming to power] respect these fundamental principles of democracy?” He added that it is not surprising that Islamist parties are coming to power, for “when you open up the democratic process in countries in which Islam is such a dominant factor, Islamist parties are going to be in power. The big challenge is the question, how are they going to govern?” Djerejian argued that these Islamist governments should have a “coherent economic, social, and political programs” to solve the epidemic problems presently facing many countries in the region.

Djerejian also drew attention to the important role played by Arab women in the success of these uprisings, as well as to the centrality of gender equality post-Arab Awakening. “It is impossible to imagine a democratic Middle East based on the respect of the rule of law and the protection of human rights and freedoms while more than half of its society is being marginalized from the decision-making process,” he remarked. He also argued that, despite the fact that the revolutions have paved the way for change in the region, they also have brought about a whole set of challenges. Especially with the rise of the Islamist governments in Egypt and Tunisia, very little
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is known about the true commitment of these countries to safeguarding women’s rights and advancing gender equality. Thus far, women have had a minimal presence in the region’s transitional political structures. Djerejian observed, “Just four members of Egypt’s recent controversial Constitutional Assembly were women, and only six women in total participate in the post-revolutionary cabinets in Egypt, Libya, and Tunisia.” Despite these numbers, Djerejian remained optimistic, noting that King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia has recently appointed 30 women to Majlis Al-Shurah for the first time in [the kingdom’s] history.

“There is a window of opportunity for American foreign policy to devote more attention to female empowerment in the region, and to advocate for increased substantive participation for women in government and civil society. We must do this not from a Western point of view, but we have to do this intelligently with a keen appreciation for the Arab and Islamic culture,” Djerejian concluded.

II. Arab Women and Societal Transformation Post-Arab Awakening

The first panel of the conference focused on the societal and political consequences of the Arab Awakening on the status of women in the region. Amid the frenzied events that took place over the course of the last two years, the contribution of women to the success of the popular uprisings in Egypt, Libya, Yemen, and Tunisia has been largely overlooked. In this vein, Nabila Ramdani—a prominent journalist and columnist from Algeria—highlighted that “women were on the frontlines leading demonstrations, blogging and tweeting passionately, and helping and caring for the wounded.” She also reiterated the fact that “the supremacy of men was exactly what women were fighting against—it was not just the supremacy of ruthless dictators that needed to be overthrown.”

Referring to the challenges facing women post-Arab Awakening, Ramdani argued that women’s fundamental rights continue to be under real threat given the current political and societal conditions in the region. “Parliaments are struggling to find the balance between the secular forces and the rise of conservatism in Arab societies,” she explained. Ramdani underscored the fact that most of the institutions established post-Arab Awakening are reluctant to challenge
cultures that traditionally relegate women to lower-class social roles. Thus, while change is certainly coming, Ramdani emphasized that it will not happen overnight; rather, she argued that “the true Arab Awakening will dawn only when democracy has roots in a country [that] has ousted its dictatorships, and when women in these societies are allowed to take part in society.”

Ramdani also summarized the results for female candidates in the most recent elections in Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya. In Egypt, just two percent of successful candidates were women, she said, adding, “Post-revolutionary Egypt no longer has a sense of imminent emancipation for women,” and that “there is a strong feeling that a combination of complacency and fear has reversed the successes of the early day revolution.” In Tunisia, on the other hand, female candidates won almost 28 percent of seats in the Tunisian assembly, but there have still been setbacks as the original constitution “officially render[ed] women as second-class citizens.” Finally, Ramdani commented that she was surprised that the issue of women even became a topic of discussion in Libya, as “the fledgling democracy had so many other problems to consider.”

In response to a question on the future of women’s rights in the region under the rule of Islamist parties and whether these parties were creating a theocracy, Ramdani agreed that the rise of Islamists in the region might be a reason for concern. However, she noted, the Arab Awakening has shown that the people in the Middle East have become “fearless,” especially Arab youth. She also added that what is actually troubling to her is how Islamist groups are trying to silence secular opposition. “The creation of blasphemy laws is of [particular] concern because it is an articulated effort to diffuse and get rid of any criticism of government, especially when it is Islamic inspired,” she observed.

“It is [too] early to say if the Arab Awakening has truly empowered women, Ramdani said in closing. “This is a time of opportunity, and the goal of the Arab Awakening is to provide access to the corridors of power for citizens.”

The next panelist, Nabila Hamza, president of Foundation for the Future, focused on the challenges and opportunities for women in the region. She began her presentation by reiterating that “women have been in the forefront of the revolution advocating for democracy. [At the very
beginning of the revolutions], women were not advocating for women’s rights but for change, dignity, freedom, and for social justice.” Hamza argued that the Arab Awakening has completely changed the stereotype of submissive Arab women. Throughout the region, women have taken their grievances to the streets, challenging not only their government, but also the hierarchical gender structure as a whole.

In response to a question about the role of social media in the success of the uprisings, Hamza asserted that, despite the considerable role played by Twitter and Facebook during the course of the revolution, the importance of this technology should not be exaggerated. She did, however, urge women and feminist activists in the region to “use the Internet to launch a new kind of activism that will connect all the issues in the region and ask the international community of supporters to really make the women’s agenda one of the main issues of diplomacy and negotiation.”

Referring to the challenges facing women post-Arab Awakening, Hamza argued that women’s rights “have fallen by the wayside of the revolution.” She believed that the rise of the Islamist movements in the region have “hijacked” gender equality in many countries. She added that violence against women is a serious issue, as it has become “a method of political conspiracy used to force women to stay home.”

Hamza also acknowledged the fact that the Arab Awakening by no means guaranteed advances for women. “Revolutions in the world don’t necessarily lead to gender equality,” she observed. She added that the processes and the mechanisms for ensuring gender equality vary significantly from one country to another, depending on a country’s history, domestic issues, cultural and societal background, and the capacities of women’s movements in each country.

Although Hamza agreed with Ramdani that the road to gender equality will not be an easy one, she argued that there are many reasons to be optimistic now more than ever. First, many countries in the region are rewriting their constitutions, a process that represents a unique opportunity for women to push and advocate for their political and social rights. Second, many political parties, including Islamist parties, are encouraging women to run for political office to
create a gender balance on their candidate lists. Hamza asserted that women should seize this opportunity to have a meaningful impact on formulating egalitarian electoral laws and to be fully represented.

Citing recent progress in the region, Hamza expressed that it was remarkable to witness the candidacy of Bothayna Kamel, the first Arab woman to run for the Egyptian presidency in the most recent elections post-revolution. The region has also witnessed the nomination of female prosecutors in Kuwait and the appointment of women in the Saudi Majlis Al-Shurah. Finally, Hamza added that the rise of women and feminist movements in the region could play a crucial role for empowering women in the region. “Now, women are more educated, more sophisticated, more diversified [...]—a new generation with a totally new agenda,” Hamza concluded.

Addressing gender-related societal transformation in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) post-Arab Awakening, Hatoon Ajwad Al-Fassi, a prominent historian specializing in Saudi women’s history at King Saud University, stated that “Saudi Arabia did not officially have a revolution, nor has it acknowledged that it had any form of revolution or acknowledged that the rest of the Arab world had a ‘Spring.’” She did, however, underscore that the KSA faced numerous internal and external challenges during the course of the Arab Awakening.

Internally, the KSA witnessed a series of sporadic, issue-specific demonstrations and movements against the monarchy. The aging of the royal family, the succession dilemma, and the limitless authority granted to the Ministry of Interior to suppress all forms of demonstrations or unrest have created additional challenges for the kingdom. Externally, Al-Fassi stated, “The Arab Spring surrounded Saudi [Arabia], with Yemen in the south and Bahrain in the east,” and Saudi Arabia was in a very difficult position in terms of how to deal with the situation in these neighboring countries. In an attempt to face these imminent external threats, the KSA—along with the rest of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries—managed to reach a settlement with the Yemenis to include more monarchies in the GCC, and to strengthen the diplomatic ties across the GCC countries.
With regard to Saudi women post-Arab Awakening, Al-Fassi argued that “the spirit of the Arab Spring has brought a fresh air of freedom. [...] Women broke the barriers of fear, of hesitation, of accepting the status quo, and they expressed their views and their position in different ways.” She stressed the need to redefine the concept of activism within the context of Middle East politics. She claimed that activism took different versions and forms, and that there was indeed a “revolution in words” among women and youth in the KSA. As an example, Al-Fassi mentioned various movements in Saudi Arabia, including “Baladi” movements, which organized women-led street stand-offs to put pressure on the Saudi government and to push for a faster implementation of legislation allowing women to participate in the municipal councils; the Saudi women’s driving Campaigns, in which women stood up for their right to drive and advocated for legal permission to do so; and other women’s education reform movements that took place in the monarchy during the course of the Arab Awakening.

Al-Fassi also spoke about what motivated women finally to speak out in the KSA. “It is a problem of justice, a problem of failure to apply justice. This is what motivated women and made them come out of their caves,” Al-Fassi said. She stated that women in the KSA were the first to use the term “revolution” on a website that they called “Saudi Women Revolution” in February 2011. In an unprecedented move, this widely popular website was legitimized by one of King Abdullah’s daughters, Princess Adillah. The site was also unique because it presented a comprehensive and well-structured list of demands for women in the KSA.

In a similar vein, when asked about the role of technology in promoting women’s issues in the KSA, Al-Fassi stated that social media “gave women a space, a freedom. It helped organize and see [the revolution] in a better way, it brought a new generation into activism and this is what was really gained from social media. [...] It has brought a change to Saudi women.” She explained that social media has introduced various outlets through which a woman could “bring her voice to the public and the world in a new way.”

Al-Fassi then explained that another significant move for the advancement of women’s rights in the KSA post-Arab Awakening was King Abdullah’s declaration in September 2011 that women would be granted seats in Saudi Arabia’s Majlis Al-Shurah (Upper House) and in the municipal
Al-Fassi noted that the process to include Saudi women in the municipal councils, however, has been more complicated, even though activists’ began advocating for women’s inclusion in municipal councils in 2004. In 2010, there was an outbreak of ‘Baladi’ movements throughout the KSA. As a result, King Abdullah announced that Saudi women would be able to participate in the upcoming 2015 elections for municipal courts. Al-Fassi concluded, “Baladi has moved from a campaign to an initiative [striving] to include women in all facets of Saudi society.”

Al-Fassi also drew attention to the various challenges currently facing Saudi women entering Majlis Al-Shurah—specifically, that they will have to operate within a new environment of men who already know one another and their customs: “It’s an old boys’ club and [women] don’t know their language [or] strategies.” Other major challenges facing Saudi women holding power, she mentioned, include “the problem of high expectations that the nation is putting on them, [as well as] the pressure of the religious establishment.“

In a response to a question about the significance of the inclusion of women in the Saudi Majlis Al-Shurah and if it will bring broader reforms related to women’s issues in the KSA, Al-Fassi replied, “I consider [the appointments] very positive and telling, and it was a strong message to the conservative elements in our society that this is the time [for change].” Al-Fassi elaborated more on the immediate significance of this development, explaining, “This appointment is a revolutionary decision that we have looked forward to since it first came out in the media in September 2012. [. . .] The 30 women have equal capacity of voting or revising laws, of questioning orders, and of suggesting and proposing issues. They are all on the same level with men.”

Al-Fassi fielded another question on women’s selection mechanisms in the KSA to clarify why women have been nominated to the Majlis Al-Shurah but are still facing barriers to municipal
councils. She explained that while the members of Majlis Al-Shurah are appointed, the members of the municipal councils are expected to be partly appointed by the minister of municipal and rural affairs, and partly elected by local constituents in the representative’s district. Finally, Al-Fassi expressed her optimism for future women’s rights victories, stating, “The new generation is very daring and unafraid. They came from an environment, education, and background different from ours. Women with education from abroad bring new opportunities, and social media is a great partner in this change.” She predicted that change is inevitable, though no one knows when and how.

III. Leadership, Opportunities, and Challenges for Women in the Arab World

The second panel featured three presentations on leadership, opportunities, and challenges for women in the Arab world. The first two presentations focused on leadership opportunities for women in the economic and legislative arenas; the last presentation focused on the challenges facing Arab women post-Arab Awakening on both the political and the socioeconomic levels.

Daisy Khan, the executive director for the American Society for Muslim Advancement (ASMA), moderated this second panel. In her introduction, Khan shared her personal experiences and the impact of her work on the advancement of women’s issues across the globe. She stated, “Most of the Muslim women worldwide have endured many injustices that have no justification in Islam.” Khan also acknowledged that women have always been leaders of change in their societies, noting, “Women led the suffrage and the civil rights movements in the U.S. We are currently observing a similar pattern across the Middle East.” However, she stated that the struggle for women’s rights is still ongoing. “We can’t let the extremist define the global agenda for the Muslim community,” Khan said. “We can’t let them marginalize the moderates and subjugate women. [. . .] A strong Muslim woman is a defeat to extremists. A determined Muslim woman who can vote and bring democracy will bring social change, not only in the family, [but also] in her community and society.”

Panelist Neveen El Tahri, founder and chairperson of Delta Shield for Investments in Egypt, shared the story of how she became one of the most successful businesswomen in the Arab world.
Although she was the first woman in Egypt to start her own stock exchange company, El Tahri noted that the road to success was fairly straightforward for her, in part because she started her business in Egypt when the capital markets were just opening after years of nationalization. El Tahri also benefitted from the fact that “Egypt has always been an open society. We don’t have salary differences, and so you don’t really feel these gender differences in the workplace.”

Despite the relative pay equality in Egypt, El Tahri maintained that the revolution in Egypt came about “because of economic issues.” She also noted that her experience in the business world would enable her to contribute to solving some of these economic problems, and that she has various ways to give back to her community. “In my case, I have a seed accelerator in Egypt [that] started after the revolution. I have always employed a lot of women and given much support and mentoring for women in business.” This support, El Tahri said, is extremely important given the fact that about 27 percent of Egyptian women are the main source of income for their families and about 80 percent of Egyptian women contribute to their household income. There is no way to bring these women back to their homes as implicitly advocated by the radical Islamists these days; they are already “ingrained into the society” as wage earners.

When asked about what she thought was the most important ingredient for reform, El Tahri stated, “I think education is the key; however, it might take a whole generation to change.” In a response to another question about whether gender equality in the region would bring about more religious tolerance, she argued that, despite the regular attempts to relate gender equality with Islam, the issue has little to do with religion; Islam has been politicized and used by political parties to “get the votes.” El Tahri concluded by asserting that she was very optimistic about the future of women in Egypt, even though progress would most likely be slow and incremental.

Judge Kholoud Mohammad Al-Faqeeh, the first female sharia law judge in Palestine, shared her experience of becoming an influential part of the judicial process in her own country. In spite of the fact that the road to success was difficult, she was determined to pursue her dream of becoming the first woman in her country to be a sharia law judge. Al-Faqeeh realized that women are an influential source of peace and generosity; therefore, she said, “women are important in all positions, and especially this position.” She added that, after going through most
of the legal and sharia texts, she has yet to find any written justification for denying women the opportunity to be judges in sharia courts. Rather, she argued that there is a strong need for women to occupy this position, as women “are better able to adjudicate matters that are important to women. Women [. . .] go to courts and talk about very personal issues, and it is very important for women to adjudicate [on women’s issues].”

Al-Faqeeh succeeded in becoming the first female judge in a Palestine sharia court in 2009 despite the fierce resistance from her male colleagues and the state’s supreme judges. Though these judges cited religious reasons for their resistance, Al-Faqeeh believed that the refusal from her colleagues “was mainly a matter of personal interest and control that ha[d] nothing to do with religion.”

Dr. Malika Benradi, professor at the Faculty of Law in Rabat and consultant on gender and law, focused her discussion on the challenges facing Arab women both before and after the Arab Awakening on the political, legal, and socioeconomic levels. Benradi noted that most of the Arab countries, except for the Gulf countries, are still considered developing countries. Moreover, there are stark variations in education, gender, and income levels not only across Arab countries, but also between rural and urban areas within each country. “In Morocco, illiteracy is as high as 60 percent in the rural areas,” Benradi explained. In contrast, illiteracy in urban areas is less than 30 percent. She added that these rural areas have already witnessed a strong presence of the Islamist parties that used religion for political means, claiming that they were capable of using Shariah to solve the economic and social problems created by former dictators.

The situation seems even grimmer for females in regions where “women are considered second-class citizens [and have the] highest levels of illiteracy, poverty, [and] maternal mortality, and lowest levels of political participation,” Benradi asserted. She added, “Women in the Arab world are indeed citizens in public, but minorities in the private spheres.” She attributed the unequal status of women in many Arab societies to the ambivalence of their legal systems and to the fact that modern laws govern the public sphere, while the private/family issues remained subject to sharia laws.
Benradi further elaborated on how modernity has affected women’s status in the context of the Arab world. She argued that, despite the sweeping forces of modernity that already exist in the region, these forces are not strong enough to improve the societal and cultural conditions for women because the majority of intellectuals who have influence in Arab countries have not played their part advocating for women’s issues. Benradi believes that moderate groups have been silenced by pressure from several aggressive religious groups, or by having to acquiesce to the state, or by erring on the safe side and conceding to the ideological trends of the majority. “The intellectual field is consequently abandoned in favor of the ideological field, in which the conservative discourse has developed against all forms of modernity,” Benradi maintained. “They oppose modernity because they believe it will lead to the colonial and imperialist actions that have historically come from the West.” This debate has created a dilemma in the region, where Muslim leaders and intellectuals have failed to create a model for a modern Islamic society. This split between intellectuals and Islamists in turn, has tremendously impacted the status of women in these societies especially in relation to the legal status of women and the adaptation of family laws throughout the Arab world. Benradi argued that there is a “judicial schizophrenia,” in which modern laws dominate the public sphere while Islamic laws are still prevalent in family laws. Benradi highlighted this as a major problem because interpretations of Muslim religious law differ across countries. “We already have at least four different interpretations of sharia laws across Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, and Jordan,” she said.

Furthermore, Benradi asserted that calls for gender equality were met with ferocious cultural and religious resistance throughout the region. Proponents of Ijtihad (i.e., the idea of the interpreting Quranic text in light of society’s changing circumstances) were immediately labeled atheists simply for addressing women’s human rights. This harsh reaction, she argued, indicated that the people of the Arab world “need to start working on a set of universal values, [including] dignity, responsibility, and equality. Benradi continued, “The goal of sharia is to get to the universal value of equality. The primary challenge to empower women post-Arab Awakening is to reform the family law throughout the region.”
IV. Conclusions

Participants at the conference “The Arab Awakening and Gender: Challenges and Opportunities For Women” underscored the urgent need to put in place institutional and sociopolitical mechanisms to address challenges facing women in the Middle East. Participants agreed that now is the perfect time to take serious steps toward empowering females in the region, as most of the Arab countries currently in transition are in the process of redrafting their constitutions and revising electoral laws and institutional arrangements. This offers the crafters of U.S. foreign policy a unique window of opportunity to play a more active role in supporting and advocating for women’s rights in the region: if the United States fails to act now, women in the Middle East may have to wait for decades before attaining their social and legal rights.

Many participants also underscored the fact that promoting the status of women in the Middle East should be a multi-dimensional and comprehensive process that takes into account the complexities of the region. Besides introducing top-down changes by means of institutional and legal mechanisms, policymakers should also pay special attention to empowering women at the grassroots level. Increasing education opportunities for females in the Middle East has been cited as one of the most efficient tools for improving the status of women in the region. Also, economic advancement of women is deemed an essential tool for the promotion of women’s status throughout the region. The ultimate goal should be granting Arab women equal citizenship on all economic or social fronts, and allowing them to be an essential part of the decision-making process in their countries.

Another major step toward female empowerment in the region would be to redraw the dividing line between custom and religion. This distinction has been blurred for decades throughout the region. Many experts at the conference agreed that Islam has had little to do with gender inequality in the Arab world. There was consensus on the need to distinguish between religion and social norms and customs if Arab women are to be granted fundamental rights. For their part, Arab women should work with international women’s coalitions in their fight against exclusion and marginalization, especially in the decision-making processes. A strong presence of women in the legislative arena is crucial to achieve gender equality in the region, which is why increasing
women’s numerical presence in decision-making positions has been one of the United Nation’s 2015 Millennium Development Goals (MDG) top priorities in the region.

Addressing the state of research and practice in the field of gender equality in the Middle East, participants remarked that, prior to the Arab Awakening, excessive restrictions on researchers and field workers significantly hampered the quality and the quantity of scholarly work done in the region. However, now that many Middle Eastern and North African countries are either in the process of democratic transition (i.e., Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, and Yemen) or undergoing deep democratic reforms (i.e., Morocco and Jordan), these obstacles have mostly been cleared. At present, there are many promising research opportunities in the region that should focus on crucial research questions pertinent to women’s rights. In addition, participants stressed the need for original research on gender in the Middle East conducted by experts who are fully aware of the specific customs and traditions of the region. Most of the widely circulated, published work has only just scratched the surface of the problems facing the Middle East, including women’s issues. More in-depth studies addressing the most pressing challenges facing women in the region are needed during this critical time of transition.

Finally, participants also highlighted the need for more comparative regional studies. They stressed that the state of research on gender issues in the Middle East and North Africa region has not advanced much during these last few decades due to the individual nature of studies conducted in the region. Discussants agreed that multi-country studies that take into account the specific context of the Middle East are essential to the advancement of women’s issues throughout the region. Despite the important contribution of previous research to the advancement of women’s issues in the region, there still exists a considerable knowledge gap on what actually works across the various political systems in the Middle East. Further work in this area would help bridge that divide and hopefully lead to greater gender equality in the region.

This conference was supported by the Ghada Irani Discretionary Fund, the Kelly Day Endowment on the Status of Women and Human Rights, and the Baker Institute Women and Human Rights in the Middle East Program.
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